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A Roman Site at Hincaster by T.W. Potter

The placename 'Hincaster' has given rise to much speculation

that there may have been a Roman fort at or near the modern village.
The obvloul!lsituation for such a fort is on the extensive area of

level ground to the south of the modern village, near Hincaster House.

But as historians have repe~..:lJecnynoted (e.g. R.S. Ferguson, History
of Westmorland (l~4) 34-5), no conclusive evidence for Roman

occupation has ever been found in the vicinity of Hincaster.

It \las due to the vigilance of workmen constructing the nell

motorway north-east of Hincaster that nell evidence has come to light.

A collection of Roman pottery, including a high proportion of first

and second century samian, was found in ~opspil dumps derived from
the motorway construction in the area narth-east of Tunnel Hill.

The find was promptly reported to Mr John Marsh of the Kendal Group
of the C and Wand, through him, to Mr Turner of the Kendal l-llseum.

Subsequently Mr Marsh located further sherds, including a fragment

of samian, on the slop;ls of the motorway cutting at SD 512S54, 750 m.
north of Hincaster village.

The quality and quantity of the finds is such that they are

unlikely to derive from a Romane-British homesteac; a military coneext

is much more likely. However, a careful search of the area, which

is covered entirely by pasture, failed to reveal any obvious trace of

appropriate earthworks. These could have been obliterated by medieval

agriculture, evidence for which is ubiquitous in this area, but no

Roman pottery coulri be found on the hills to the west of the motorway ~
cutting. Thus, in the absence of other evidence, it should probably

be assumed that the site lay in the trough of lOll grO'lmd between Tunnel,

Hill and Sellet Hill. This represents the most obvious line for a

north-south communication route, linking Lancaster with Watercrook,
the existence of which is presumed although not proven (cf. D.C.A.
Shotter, ROmanS in Lancashire (1973) 63). Moreover, it is a perfectly
feasible notion that it was thought necessary to found a small fort

or fartlet in what appears to have been a fairly densely settled region
in pre-Roman and Roman times, as D.rSturdy's excavations at Levens

Park have shown. It is to be hoped that study of aerial photographs

may throw further light upon this interesting question and it brings

into focus the need for systematic ground and air survey in this area.
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